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Economic Development of Traditiona.l China 

Ly 

John Co H. Fei and Ts'ui-jung Liu 

China was an agrarian society Lefore the penetration of Western 

influences in the nineteenth century. Economic developmen~ for 

several c:enturieli (rom the Sung dynasty to the middle of the Ch'ing 

dynasty (960-1800) was basically the development of an agrarian 

econCllUf • Thero are two crucial facets of this developm~nt. On the 

one hand, the development involves an agricultural sector and a non-

agricultural ~ector (i.e. commerce, light manufacturing, and govern-

ment)>• .. Q •tructure which may be referred to as agrarian dualism. 

On the other hand, in the more basic agricultural sector, the 

eseenti~i g~owth pheno~enon involves population pressure, intensive 

land cultivation, and technological changeo 

In c:ontraet to the "epoch of modern growth" (i.e. an expression 

used by Profejjsor Simon Kuznets to ideutify a particular growth 

tpyo of Western .Europe after induetrial revolution), the de\Telopment 

of a pre-industrial agrarian economy is cha~acterized by slow 

growth and structural stability. The population growth rate was 

probably around or less than o5% (and seldom over 1%) which was 
l approxi.Jaat,ly l/4 of the modern population growth rate aroW'ld 2%. 

1For the growth rate in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
see Ping-ti Ho, Studies .2!l .!!:!.: Population ~ China, 1368-1953 (Cam-
bridge, Maas., 1959), pp. 64, 270, 277. For estimations since 1400, 
see Dwight Perkins, Agricultural Development in China (Chicago, 1969), 
p.81, table S.I. coli.mu a. A 1% population gl.vw-th rate results in · 
tho doubling ot the total population for every 69 years. Thus in 700 
year•, the total population would have increased by 210=1024 times: 
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The rate of expansion of the cultivated area was even slower so that 

in the Ming period (la68-1953}, Chino already felt the pinch of 
2 population preasure in certain regions. This pressure was partially 

offset by the Qhange in agricultural technology in the land saving 

{or labor WJing) t)"pe, without which population could not have 

multiplied tn the long 3 run. 

In apite of the continuous growth in the size o£ population 

and intensive lo.nd cultivation, China had exhibi~ed considerable 

etructµral ,tability in this long period. Increase in agricultural 

labor productivity and per capita consUJ11ption standard was hardly 
4 noticeable ti occurred at all. The dualistic structure of population 

alloc:otion between the agricultural and non-agricultural labor forces 

probably had maintained a fixed proportion. There appeared to be 

a "• .. lf controlling servo-mecha~", or "inviaable hand 11 which 

operate.d constantly to bring a,bout the amazing structu~ol stability 

in the •i•t of slow growth over centurie~. The explanation of thi~ 

"mechani•'' constitutes the central issue of the theiretical 

reasoning of economic growth of agrarian dualism. 

Tho qontemporary theory of economic growth which came into being 

during tho last 15-20 years envisions economic growth as natural 

re$ults of the operation of on economic system. In an agrarian· 

2 See Ping-ti Ho, op.cito 1 Pol39. 

3o. ~erkins, oeocit., PPo 13-36. 

4o. Perkins, pp. 14-17; 80-84. 

- I 
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dualsin•, this Gperation involves the simultaneous performance of the 

essential economic :functions such as product ion / exchange / ·· conswn.pt ion, 

and income distribution. The self controlling mechaniSJll mentioned 

abvve is inerely a prope:t·ty of th is operation.al system. 

Tho theo~ ot slow growth with. structural stability will,-Le 

developed in a few steps. To begin with, we will develop a wholietic 

perspective outlining th~ operational aspects of an agra~icln.dl.tQlism. 

which wUl bo emphasized in our paper (section I). According.to 

this view, it is rdCldily seen that the dualistic aspect oi econ'*ny 
. ~ -.; 

(i.e. the allocotion ~t labor force Qetween the agricultural and 

non ... a~ric:ultural sectots ) is crucially related to agricu.ltural 

labor proctuc-tivt.ty p and per capitQ consumption ato.ndard c (section II). 

The 4•t•n&inatton of p and c ore, in turn~ traced to the pl:'Oduction 

cond!ttQn, prevailing in the agri~ultural sector in which lgbot und 

lan~ ere the crucial factorsaf produ~tion (eection III). Th• anQlysl~ 
I 

of the agriQUlturol production also lead~ to an investigation ·into 

the 4etormination ot income distribution between the labor clos~ ·,;· 

. . .·. 

and th0. landlord cla6&. It will be shown that this inc0me distribution .. 

j.n t'!4"n1 d4't~mines the labor allocatio~ indicated in the :tti;-~{ section 

(section IV). While these variows facets {production, consumption, · 

income dif:ltJ;"i:bution, and labor allocation} are significC\Jlt in thei:r; 

own right, it is .their relatedness and simultaneity that describe 

the operation Q:f an agrarian dualism at any point in time. 
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Turning next to the dynamic (i.e. the growth) aspect of such a 

system, we shall first investigate the impact of the cechnological 

change in the agricultural sector (section V). _The changing 

technology can offset the productivity depressing effect dl.\e to a more 

intensive 'land cultivation when population growth takes place. the 

logic:al n~ces,ity of slow growth with structural stability is but a 

ma.nifo~tation of the internal servo-mechani&a implied by such a 
I 

system (1ection VI and VII) •. While we shall use the .ele11entaty 

diagrammatic method to outline our argument in the text, rigorous 

proofs will be relegated in append 'ic~u.. A abd B. 

I. !h! Rperati2!!. 2£ fillrarian Dualism 

We can use the economic tableau of the French Physioorata to 

provide a bird'•-oye view of econOfltic aapect of agrariGn d111alhm 

(see diagram 1). 'l'here ere two production sectors producing total 

agricultural output (Q) and non-agricultural output (V). In the 
., 

agricultural sector, labor (L) and land (T) are two primary inputs, 

the services of which flow into the agricultur~l production $ector. 

The total agricultural output is used partly,~, as consumption ~ 

the agricultural labor force (L) and pa.rtly, ~' by the non .. agricul-

tural labor force (W). This labor force, such as workers, merchants, 

soldiera, and civil servants, are supplied as inputs in the non-

agricultural production sector to produce an output (V) which flows 

back partly to the agricultui:·al labor force (V ) and partly to the a . 

land owning class (Vt). The steady and circulating flows of goods and 



nonagriculturol sector 
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services in thia system provide an org4nic view of this operation of a 

dualistic agrarian economy. 

The econOlllic tableau provides an outline showing the relatedness 

of the eesontial economic functions which must be performed in any 

agrarian OGOnomy~ These functions include production Qnd consuaption 

of ggriculturo~ goods, inter-aectorial commodity exchange _(V
0

, Vt' Qn)' 

the allocation of labor (W and L),. as well as the distribution Ot 

incOJp.egeneratod'w·il.thin the agricultural sector as rental pciyment to'. 

the land owning cla~e and ~age income to the cultivators. The 

Phys f.ocrats DP do· uee of such a scheme to .. ttxal t the priuary importance 

of the agriQultu~al sector, as they believed a·high_agric:Ul~u~a~ lcabor 

emergence of an agricultural surplus "(~) 

were pr•~•quisitea for tho prosperity and even the existence of the 

non-agriQultural pro4uctive octivitles. 5 Such an empha•i• on the· 

auprelQQoy ot o.9rlc"'-J,t~u:al ••oitor iu quite in tune with the11 b•li"ef of 

ttad~tional China.· 

Froaa the onalytic viewpoint, the economic tableau pinpointed 

certain ~•senti,Ql economic magnitudes (or \lariublee), the deter"!' . · 

mination of which cinsistutes the focal point of ana1¥sis of ~odern 

growth theory. The formost is the productivity of agricultural 

labor force, p::Q/L, and the per capita con~;umption standQrd ,::;£ 

agricultl'ral goods, c=Q/(W+L), where W+L=P is the total populatio.n. 

It is the high agricultural productivity (p) relotive to. the per 

s . 
. For an analysis of the economic tableau, see Ronald L. Meek, 

liPi"obloma 0% the Tableuu Economique, 11 in James A. Gher:ity ed., 
.!£onomic Thought: A tttstorical Aathology ('~ew Y-ork, 1965) 1 PP• 115-149. 

I 
I 
I 
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capita ~on,Ulllption etandard (c) that leads to the emergence of an 

agricultural ourp1us and a high fraction of labor allocated(to the 

non·a~ricultu~al sector, e=w/P (the fcaction of labor force_allocated 

to tho Qg~lcultural sector is l·e). At ClllY point in time, the 
. ., 

populatio~ ~~o~sure can be me.asured by the l".'bor..;.land ratio~ 1,.*=LIT ,. 

indtcatlP~ lh~ inten•ity of land cultivation. ThUi intensity i~ 

importcint l;>ec;au&o tlHt agricultural labor productivity (p) U. inversely 

relct•4 ~o the population pressure {L*) when the law of diminish~ng 

return• prevails • 

. If we 0 deQOte the total r~mt payment to. the land ownin9 ClSl&S 

~y a,' tli•~ th• dlliltJ:ibutive stores of output received by the l(;lndlotdf· 
,, 

and l~~ ~lass are ¢T=R/Q (the economic rent &hare) and ~L=(Q-R)/Q 

(th• WQ~e •hare in tlle agricultur_al sector) respectively. Those 

sb:a~•• or• oructally relat•d to the inter-sectorial labor allocQtion 

boc;;a.~•• '~ is only thro~gh the ahores of income acquired by these 

cla•s•• th~t they can purohaae the output produced by the nc-.• 
ogri01.lltural lQbor force. The understanding of the economic torcea 

thQt d•~•rmine tho above •ystem of economic magnitudes ..... Q, Q , O , 
Q ~ 

V, V~, Vt~ T, Lf W, P, p, c, e, L*, 0T' ~L -- amounts to an appre-

ciati9n oi the operational aspects o£ an agrarian dUllism. 

II. Agricultural· Productivity and Labor Allocation 

in ~Pi• eQonomy, the demand of food is cP (totQl population 

timea per capito consumption standard), while the supply of food ia 

Lp (tho Q~ric:ultural labor force times productivity). Equa.ting 
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supply and demand (cP=Lp} and deviding throughout by P, we obtain 

1) c/p = 1 - e (e.g. p=lO, c=S, 1-e=.8) 

The numerical example shows that the consumption standard is 80"~ 

of labor productivity and this leads to the so.me percentage of total 

labor force allocated as £armers -- usually thought of as typical 

for traditional China. This simple relation is shown in diagram 2 

in which p (e) is measured on the vertical (horizontal) axis. The 

distance OA on the horizontal axis marks of the unit distance which 

is the m:iximum value of a. lf p 0 and c 0 are the values for labor 

productivity and per capita consumption, then the value of e0 is 

indicated by the distance OB where point B lies directly below 

point E which is the point of intersection between the straight line 
6 Ap0 and the horizontal line Ec0 • 

Suppose now through technological improvement, the labor pro-

ductivt.ty in the agricultural sector b raised :from p
0 

·co p 1
1 •lowly 

but surely 1 the agraria •• economy will make two possible tyipea of 

adjustments. When 60 is fixed, the consumption level will be raised 

vertically from E to E', ioeo an increase in the labor productivity 

leads to a higher consumption standardo Conversely, when c
0 

is 

fixed, the fraction of lahor allocated to the non-agricultural 

sector will be increast·d from E to E11 ( i.e o to the level of OD) 

indicating that the increased agricultural produc~ivity will 

release more labor for the production of non-agricultural goods. 

6 From the 
EB/AB=Op

0
/0A 

similarity of the trian91es ABE and AOp , we see 
0 

or c 0 /(l-9}=p0 which satisfies equation 1. 
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Usually, it is some combination of the. "consumption standard Qdjust-

ment" and the "labor allocation adjustment" that will take place 

(e.g.· the adjustment from E t'o G). Thus in order to understand 

labpr allocation, it is important to know the economic forces that 

determine the agricultural labor productivity (p) and the per capita 

conswnption standard (c). 

III. Labor ~roductivity, Real Wa_ge, and Consumption Standard 

In the traditional economy, the mo.jor econanlc forces that 

determine the agricultural labor productivity (p) is the intensity 

of land cultivation (L*). In diguram 3a, let land T (agricultural 

labor force L) be measured on the veri:ical (h.ori:zontal) axis. At 

the input point E0 .(t.e. with L0 =SO, T0 =100), the total output is 

Q0 =200 ae indicated by the index of the i.sooutput contour line. 

10 

Thus at E0 the labor proJuctivity is p
0

=200/50=4 units of agricultural 

goods. 

'A key £act ~ of traditfona.1 China was the increase of agricul-

tvral labor force at a tute fast~r tl~n the increase of cultivable 

area of land. To denote the ·land shortage, we can first imagine 

that more population is added on to a .fixe·d amount of lQnd, OT
0

=100, 

as indicated by the sequence of points E', E / £ 11 ••• on the horizontq,l 
. . . 0 

line. The law of diminishing returns is shown by the convexity of 

the total output curve in diagra.1n 3b. ~us with L 1 =20, the total 

output o.f 100 units leads to a labor productivity of p=l00/20=5 

which is the slope of the dotted line Q,Q 1• The convexity of the 



( 3a) 

(3b) 

T 
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~urve .(i.e. the law of diminishing returns) immediately loads to the 

diminishing labor productivity p {e.g. OQ
0 

is less steep than 001 J, 

associated with a more intensive land cultivation .. 

The diminishing average productivity of labor is shown' more 

clearly by the negative sloped curve (i.e. the average labor productivity 

curve) in diagram 3c. Right b~low this curve is the other negative 

sl~ped curve MM' (Le. the marginal labor productivity curve). 'When 

50 units of labor are used, for example, the marginal productivity 

of labor is c =3 units which are the additional amount of output 
0 

the addition of unit of lo.bor. 7 It meausres the being added with one 

productive contribution af labor 11at the margin II I and under a maik~t 

orinted condition it equals in magnitude tb the wage rate. 

The acceptance of 11unginal productivity theory of real wage 

tantQmount to an interpretation af traditional China as on agrarian 

economy at a "higher" {or lat".'r) stage of development. F'or certain 

assumptions in regard to the in~t i.tut lonal background must be fulfilled 

if this theory is to be valid. Essentially, the organi~ational 

:features of the institution must be sensitive to the shortage 0£ land. 

Under this condition, pressure:, are geuerated for la.borers to migrate 

7·fhe marginal productivity 0£ labor of 50 units is the slope of 
the line m2 which is tangent to the total productivity curve at Q

0 
.i.n 

diagrQll\ 3b. Rigorously, the law oi diminishing returns {i.e. the 
convexity of the total labor productivity curve) states that the 
marginal productivity of labor decreases (e.g. the straight line· m2 la le&s 
ateep than m1 ) with intensive land cultivation. 'fhe diminishing 
average productivity of labor is a logical consequence of the law of 
diminishing returns. Note that at point Q in diggram 3b, the slope of 
the line m2 is less st~ep than the slope of t~e dotted radial line OQ

0 
• 

Hence in diagram 3c the marginal labor productivity c~rve l f.es below 
the average labor productivity curve which are derived frO'IXI the total 

·.output curve in diagra.m 3b. 

I 
I 
I. 
I 

I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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whenever cultivated density is different Le. ~ween fartus or even regions. 

Laborers migrate :from the densely populated regions to sparsely populat-

ed ones in order to achieve a more efficient way of land utilization. 

Labor mobility in this way implies less of a personal attachment between 

the owner and the cultivators of land beyond an economic contractural 

relation (typical after Sung times). Under these conditions the 

services of both land and labor are valued or rewarded by an impartiul 

market mechanism according to the respective productive contribution 
'. 8 

at the JQQrgin. (i.e. theb· respective marginal productivity). 

We demarcate Chi.no from the Sung p~riod on as "traditional" 

to distinguish this period :from the earlier one {T 1ong and bef~re). 

While there are ~ny cultural differences between these two periods, 

the mo•t essential eaonomic cho.rac:ter ist ic of the "tradit tonal" China 
9 was that it became a highly market oriented one. Thus we lllQy assume 

the ~•levance of the marginal productivity theory of reQl wage. 10 

8 'nle wage rate is 3 
output will be reduced 
is gone (or added). 

units of agricultural goods (c =3) because the 
(increased) by 3 units when ogt:: unit of labor 

9That the Sung dynasty marked the beg i~n ing o:f the 1'modern11 period 
in Chinese history was maintained by Nait~foraj!ro and his followers. 
See, Hisayuki Miyakawa, "An Outline of the Naito Hypothesis and Its , 
F.ffects on Japanese Studies of China, 11 Par Eastern Quarterll, 14 (Aug. 
1955} 1 533-5520 The Japanese scholars,such as Sud5 Yoshiyuki, emphasize 
particularly the emergence of the land tenancy and this view has been 
adopted by Mark Elvin, see Mark Elvin, 11'fhe Last Thousand k'ears of Chinese 
History," Modern Asian Studies 4.2 (1970), 97-114. Por the emergence of 
a market economy, see Ch 1Uan Han-sheng, 11Chuns-ku tzu-jan ching-chi, 11 

(L'he natural economy in medieval China) The Bulletin of the Institute 
of History and Philology, Academia Sinica,10 (May 1943), 73-173 

10 necessarily 
The marginal productivity theory of real wage is notAo modern theory 

of real wage for the industrial labor force. D~vid Ricardo first purpo&ed 
such a theory for the British agricultural sector as early as the beginnin£J 
of the nineteenth century. At that time the British economy was still 
predominately an agric\11 turol one. It is for this reason that the cl<tsssica.l 
e·conomists, including Ricardo, regarded the bottleneck in agricultural 
production (due to shortage of land) as .!b.!: limitl1'1j factor for the 
non-agricultural activities. 



The determination of real wage leads immediately to the deter-

mination of the distributive shares for the wage 0L and rent ¢T~ 

In diagram 3c, when L
0

=50 the total wag~ income is 3x50=150 (~epre

sented by the area of rectangle OL0 c 0 b). 1'he total rental~income 

is represented by the shaded area of rectangle be p a (i.e. 
0 0 

14 

R=50x(4-3)=50 units). This leads to a rent share of ~r=.25 and a wage 

share of 0L=.75. In other words, the land owning class receives 25% 

of tot'al agricultural output -- determined by the marginal productivity 

theory of inccme distribution to the two classes. 

Tile two distributive sh:ires ¢L=.75 and ~T=.25 determined by 

the market principle reflect, in fact, the respective contributlons 

to production by labor and land. The value of 0T=.25 is the 

11elaattcity of output with respect to land", i.e. the total output 

will. increase by .25Jf; when, with the aa1ne amount of labor, land 

incr•o••• by 1%, Sl.Jnilai-ly / ¢L=.75 is the "elaeti.ctty of output with 
11 . 

respect to labor. 11 • Thus when traditional China became market 

oriented,the income distribution to the t\..O classes of economic Q.gent 

(i.e. the landlord class and the labor class) reflected a production 

reality. 

Diagram 3d indicates the value of the wage share by the wage share 

curve ¢L • lt shows a s 1 ight ly doereas irg tendency. For exaaple / 

11¢L:: MPPL x L/Q, where MPPL =AQ/AL (with fixed amount of land) 
is the IDClrginal productivity of labor. Thus ~L = (~Q/Q)/ (AL/L), 
which is the percentage increase of output per unit percentag~ increase 
of labor. 



thes wage share is 75% when L;;50 and dtScreast::o; to 74% when t.=7q. 

Usually, the aodern economic theory seems to suggest that the 

distributive shares are fairly stable and vary 
12 

even in the long run. 

only slightly 

15 

IV. Income Distribution, Conswuption Standqrd, and 1-0bor Alloco.tion . 
Ref~rring to diagrom 1, we see that when the labor and the land 

owning classes in the agricµltural sector receive thed.r respective 

distributive share generated by agricultural production, they will 

use the incODle to acquire agricultural goods and/or goods and 

services produced by the non-agricultural labor force. In regard to 

the landowning clas11, the econo111 ic rent R is usually syphoned off 

partJy bf lcmd tax •o that th• rentol 'income ·'i& partly. 
. 13 

spent by the land owning class and partly by the government. 

The tax inco~e tran~ferr~d to th~ government is spent mainly 

on payment for 11alaries of sold i.ers aru civil servants who in turn 

will EIP.tUtd< their income to acquire :food (~l)o The li;indlord·1s i,nc~e 

l2The case in"dicated in diagram 3d is referred to in economic 
literature aa tbe substitution inelastic case. This means that·in 
the production process labor is the poor substitute of land and hence 
when more labor is added to a fixed amount of land, the marginal pro-
ductivity of labor or real wage declines at a rate faster than the 
decline of the average productivity of labor. In di99ram 3c, this is 
shown by the fact that the gap between the p curve and MM' curve 
gradu:illy widened, so that the labor receives a decreasing share of 
output. In our analysis later in this paper, we make this simplified 
assumption that the production condiction is "unitary elastic'' meaning 
tha~ the ¢ curve in diagram 3d is nearly horizontal or the lc:ibor 
share is stable as it is indepent of the intensity of cultivation. 

13In traditional China, the rent was usually 50% of the yield of 
land. During the Ch'ing period, for example, in Su-chou and Sung-
chiang area&, the output per ~ was 2 ~ of rice, and the land tax 
was, on the average, .3 shih per~· Therefore, the tax was appro-
ximately 30"/o of the rento 



is also spent to acquire the services or the products produ~ed by the 

non-agricul-tutal labor fC1Cce. Thus it is these expenditurei:; on Vt 

. which accomodate the agricultural surplus Q from the ogricul tural 
n 

sector to austa·in the non•agricul tural labor force. The income of 

the labor class in the agricultural sector is spent n1ainly on food 

(Q
0

). Whatever requirement they have £or .the non-agricultural 

goods tends to be mainly produced within the family or within the • 
rural community. Their purchases of ·the non-agricultural goods (V ) 

(l 

tend to be a rather minor item. Thus to simplify our analysib, 

V can be neglected as a first approxiuiation. This 11eans that ue a 

shall assume the wage income in agricultural sector will be spent 
14 mainly.on food. 

The analysis of labor allocation in section II and the analysis 

of income distrihut4.on may now be combined to provide a wholistic 

view of the ope rat ion of an O$rorian dual ism o In diagram 4a, the 

average and marginal productivity of labor of diagram 3c are re-

produced. In diagram 4b, we reproduce diagram 2 in which OA stands 

for the unit dist;J.nce. For the agricultural lcihor force L ;80, 
0 

let us assume that the average productivity p'::lO and the marginal 
0 

productivity c•::a. 
0 

Note that the real wage c 1 =8 is assume to be 
0 

14This theoretical simplification con be easily rectified. !n 
the early 1950 1s, ToiWCln farmers typically spent less than 20% of 

16 

their incane to purchase non-agricultural goods. With rapid.economic 
development during the quarter of the century, 1950-1975,this per-
centage has increased rapidly to 80"/oo Thus a strong interaction be-
tween the forming families and the non-agricultural sector is decisively 
a phenomenon which occurs when a traditional economy takes off and 
moves into the epoch of modern growth. 
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the. consumption standard of food. When the points p 1 and c 1 in 
. 0 0 

diagrCllll 44 are projected horizontally to the points p0 and c0 on 

the vertical axis of diagram 4b, we encounter the same situation as 

shown in diagram 2. Thus we can determine the fraction of l~bor 

force e =.2 (see m.unerical example in equation 1). This fraction 

18 

of the non-agricultural labor force (Q) is precisely the distributive 

share ~ accruing to the land ?wning class. Namely, 

2Q) e = ~ 

b) 1-8 ::; f6L 

Since the "landlord clas&11 has acquired 20"/o of food in their distri-

butive share, they obviously also acquire 20%of the total labor 

force for their exclusive use. 

At any moment in time, suppose we kno~ the total population 

(i.e. the total labor force P) of the whole economy, using the 

above result, we can determine ·the rule according to which this 

labor force is allocated as the agricultural labor force (L) and 

the non-agricultural labor force (W): 

To show how we can solve this allocation ploblem, let us reproduce 

the flfL curve of diagram 3d in diagram 4d, and let the total popl.(la-

tion P be marked off on the horizontal ·mets. In diagram 4c, the 

45 degree line AA' is drawn so that the horizontal unit distance OA 

of diagram 4b is projected on the vertical axis of diagralll 4d, i.e. 

OA'::;QA::;l. Let the horizontal line AA" be drawn to obtain the point P' 

~n diagram 4d. Suppose the straight line OP' ~ntersects the 0L curve 

at G 1 then the non-agricultural population is G'P and the agr{cultural 
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population is OG 1 • 

The cOllllon aense of the above thesis is as follows. When the 

total population is given, it must be allocated in such a ~ that 

19 

the labor .. distributive share 0L determined in the income distributive 

process (i.e. GG 1 =~L=.8) must be the saJUe as the f~action of the labor 

force in the agricultural sector determined in the allocation process 
I 

(i.e. AB=l-e=.8) in consistent with the demand and supply of focd for 

the per capita consumption and 

to the given allocation pattern 

the labor productivity 

(i.e. c =8, p =10). 16 
0 0 

corresponding 

Austere as·it 

might seem, the simultaneity of the reasoning indicates the hard 

logic of a crucial operational aspect of an agrarian dualis~ in which 

production, coneU1Dptton, income distrihutioh, and labor allocation 

are not ieolated phenomena. In order to understand the aocto-econOD)ic 

aigni:f'icanc:e of any one of them, one hos to appre;ciote the r11latednee11 

of all of them. 

15From the sunilarity of triangles GP'H and PP'O, we have 

e = w/P = HP 1/0P =HG/P'P = HG = G'H-GG' = 1-C--G' =1-0 =0 • L T 
fhe proof is complete by equation 2a) in the text. Thus the dotted 
horizontal line GJ intersects the line AA' at point J (in diagram 4c) 
which lies directly below point B in diagram 4b. 

16 In diagram 4d, for the given population OP, if more (or less) 
labor is allocated to the agricultural sector thun OG', then the 
simultaneous condition cannot be satisfied. 
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V. Lnpact of Technological Chan_ge 

The above analysis decribes the mode of operation of an agrarian 

dualism at any moment in time. The economic growth of traditional 

China is the growth of such a system through time as caused by a 

multitude of growth promotive forces. Paramount among these forces 

are population growth, increase of cultivoble land and technological 

change in the agricultural sector. Io this section we shall concen-

trate on the analysis of the impact of technological change which 

offset the productivity depressing effect when land is 111ore intensively 

cultivated due to pop~lation pressure. 

In diagram Sd, with time meausred on the vertical axis (p.ointino 

downward), the population growth curve shows a 2% growth rate (r=2%) 

from an initial value of L~=lOO. Simil~rly, in diagram Sb, the lo.nd 

growth c:un-e shows a 1% growth rate (j=-1%) from an initiul vo.lu& of 

T =10. With the aid of tl1e 45 de9reie 1 ine in diagram Sc, the q1 .. u:an·tit:y 
0 

of labor and land through time are proj~cted lnto diagram Sa as repre-

sented by the factor endowment ruth E (L =100, T ~IO), S (L =102, 
0 0 0 l. 1 

T1=10.l), E2 (L2=104.04, T2=10.2) ••• Since population is growing at a 

faster rate than land (r=2% > j;;;;.1%) / the intensive lu.nd cul ti vat ion 

is measured by the increasing population density: L
0

/T
0

=10, L1/T1=10.09, 

L2!r2=10.2 ••• through time a This is shown by the fact th:it the radial 

1 ines 0601 OE11 OE 2 ••• become less steep as the factor endowment path 

bent'.; toward the labor axis. This intensive cultivation occurred in 
17 

traditional China is u well reco0nized phenomenon. 

17 See Ch' Uan Han-sheng, Chuns.-~~!.2 ch inu-ch i-sh ih l un-ts 1uns_ (Studies 
on the Chinese economic history, flonu I<onu, 1972), pp. 539T541, 560, 628. 
Also see D. Perkins, P• 216 for population data and p. 240 for culti.vated 
acreage data, both from 1400 on. If these dnta are used to estimate the 
cultivation density / the results shOW' thot it increased from Z..6 persons 
per. hectare in .1400 to 3. 2 in 1750 and ta 4. l in 1913. 
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The population pressure manifests itself as a socia-oconomic 

problem tn tha.t the agricultural labor productivity (p) decreases 

through time. In d4-agram .Sa, the output at E
0

, £ 1 , E2 ••• ai:-e Q
0

=200, 

Q1=203 1 Q2=20S ••• leading to a decreasing trend of the labor productivity 

p
0

=Q
0
/L

0
=2, p1=Q1/L1=1.99, p2=Q2/L2=1.96 •••• This decreasing trend can 

only be off set by various land saving or labor using technC)logical 
18 change, such as ado~tion of new seeds, improvement of cultivation 

19 20 practices, irrigation, etc. In diagram Sa, the changes in technology 

are shown by the dotted production contours indicating higher outputs 

Qi=206 1 Q2=20S ••• as compared with the output of Q1 , Q2 ••• with9ut 

technological chang~. The rate of technolo9i~a1 change (or lnnovation) 
. 21 

is suppose~ to be i=l.5% (i.e. Q{=l.015x203, Q2=1.01Sx205). 

18 The atudiee of Ping-ti Ho on this topic are well known to uluJenta· 
of Chinoae ec:onomtc history, see 11F.arly-ltlpening Rice in Chincafje History," 
SconOG1ic Hiatorx 861'tew {December 1956); 11The Introduction oi Ainoricon 
Foo4 Plant• f.nto <;hlna, 1• American Anthropologiat (April l,955). 

19see o. Perkin•, 
the Sung period, see 
the econcmie history 

PP·~c7·53. For !he agricultural improvement• during 
Sud~1oshiyuki, Sodai keizai-shi ~ {Studiea on 
of the Sung dynasty, Tokyo, 1962),-clii •. ;1~6 •. 

20 See D. Perkins, PP• 55-78. For a detailed discussion on irrigation 
in tradit tonal China, see Ch •ao-ting ·Chi, Key Economic Areas .!!! Chinese._ 
History (sec:ond edition, New York, 1963). 

21Note that in diagram Sa, the production contout lines for Q1 and Qi 
pass through the same input point E • This means that the outpuE af te~· 
innovation (Qi=206) is 1.5% higher ~han the output before innovatio1• 
'(_Q1=203) 1 inspite of the fact that the same amount of inputs (L1=10.Z 1 

T1:::10.1) are used •. The rate of technological change (i) measures eXQctly 
such a rate of increase of output when inputs are· being held constant. 
If 1 in addition, the technological change is labor using or land savb1g. 
the dotted production contour after innovatioA is steeper thqn the solid 
production contour be~ore innovation. 
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. ·~ etren9th of the triplet of growth promotiv~ force~ .~i~e • 

. populat\Qll gt:"owth, laud growth;, and technological change) cr(!I 

measured b,y tho tJ"iplet growth rat.es {r==2%, j=l%, t;:l.5%) which 

togeth,1:' d~te~tne·the rate of growth of lo.bot productivity (h) 

. through t~~· ·We ~Qn use the following equation· to decr!be their. 

; 

4a) J\ ;;\ i I - llJ,.r wheJ:"e 

b) i' ~ '4: + 0.rj ,. 
Th§ rat, Qt increase of labor productivity (h) is determl,~o~ by two 

fc«?t9ra.h A nigh ~lue ?f i', namely, a high growth r~t~:,·<»f·{~ultivobl• 
-. ~ . ;·;: . 

a1:'•a (j) 9nd/or ca hlgh innovation rate (i), leads to a h.i.Qb. fl~owth 

rate of ~~o~ productivity (h). 

rqttt (f)f i 11 e, high population pressure, will depress the t;Q.te of 

Eirowth o:f .labo1:' pJ:Oductivity. This depressing effect is pr9p9rtiono.lly 

relate4, to ~T' tho la.nd share of income or the land ela.sti,city of 

outpu~, Thus Q given population growth rate will depress the · ... 
.· ... , _::;'.· ,:. 

pr~uctivity growth rate to a greater extent if the lanq elci•tici~f 

to 0.-utput is la.rget' ( i·.e. if land is more "important and. tn~l.$penso.l:>l~" . 
. · .. · 

The re lat ion in equation 4a i.e .. tllv.~trq.~~d ::: ·~:> . . 

by 't;he ·following numerical examplls. 



F,~~d--~h~r~--· ----- -- - ¢'f=.25 ¢T=.3 ·-·· 1 

~~: ::~~~ growp; .. --· ----.. I - -·-- -·--·-;· ·- --· - l 
I ~~~~~~1 ~~~- 1 ~ ~~"-! ! 0_2 _ . .oos _ :~~:.;-r:~2 . -1 

_.01 :.~o_o_~~-~r .ooa .001s .005 ! .ooa5 1 .0076 .001 .004 j 

i' 
-~~-1sf.~?~~!.~: .01.3 .0125 .o~_ ·I .013s .0126 .012 ~009 ! 
.02 .• 01875. ~01a .0175 .01s I .0185 .0176 .017 .014 ·---1'---·-- -· -- ·-

--;-_.0_2_s j ~-02:~_s .02~ .• 0225 .02 t .0235 .0226; .022: .019 

With the alternatives of (/JT' r / cmd i 1 indicated at the margin, 

the values of h, calculated from equation 4o Cire shown in cells. 

With a given value of i 1 , h is smaller when r is larger. When 0T 

increases from .25 to .3, the values of h decrease if the values· 

of rand i 1 remain the saxne. 

Equation 4a is shown by the straight line AB (i.e. the pro-

ductivitl, response curve) in diagram 6a with h and r measured on the 

vertical and horizontal axes respectively. We see tho.t w•~n i' is 

fixed (i.e. the rate of increase of land and the innovation rate 

24 

are given), the higher the population growth ra.te, -the lower the rate 

of increase in agricultural labor produ.ctivity. There is a critical 

value of population growth rate, rc=i'/t)T' ma.eking off two phaseli of 

population pressure. In• the low population pressure c.:ose (r< r ),. 
c 

the agricultural labor productivity increases thro~ h time (h is 

positive). Conversely, in the high population pressure case (r) r ·), c· 

the agricultural labor productivity decreases (h is negative). 

Precisely at point E (r=r ), the popula.tion pressure is cancelled 
- c . 

out by the rate of .increase in land supply and the 1."'a.te of innovation, 
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leaving a stationary or constant labor productivity through time. 

From the long run historical perspective, the necessary conw 

ditton for the population to increase over several centuries in 

an agrarian society is that the supply of food on a per capita basis 

must keop pace with population growth. Such a state of growth (i.e. 

an expanding population with a· constant agricultural labor producti-

vity indicatQQ by point E in diagram 6a)will be referred as a 

stationary state. In the stationary stat•, there is a delicate 

balance of the ~hree growth promotive forces. 

Note that ln the stationary state, the population grcwth rote 

takee on the critical value r : c 
S) 

26 

~hich is partly traced to the increase of land acreage (j) an~ partly 

to technological phenomenon (i and 0T). Thus with the exhaustion of 

land frontier (j=O), the population growth rate (r ) of tro.cl.itional c 
China is essentially a technological phenomenon. In China, population 

I 

grew by q much slower ra~e during the first millenniwn between the 

Han and T'ang dynasties than in the later period. In this earlier 

period, the critical population growth rate· is indicated by r' < r c c 
at E'• The dotted line A1 B1 shows that the sh-wer population gt'o\..fth 

rate iri the earlier period was brought about by a lower rate of · 

i" < i', Thi~ indicates a lower rate of agricultural technological 

. change for thC\t periodo 
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VI. Consumption Standard, Population ~i:owth, arid Stat.ionory State 

In the. long run the stationQLY state at point E will be reached 

automatically because the economy cannot stay awqy from this point 

for a very long duration in either direction. I:f the population 

growth ra.te i& in the hi9h population pressure phise, the agricultural 

productivity will decrease consistently through time. The supply of 

food on 1;he ·per capita basis will become inadequate and this will , 

in turn 1 .depress the population growth rqte. Conversely, when the 

population growth rate is in the low population pressure phase, the 

agricultural productivity and per capita supply of food will increase 

Qnd this will lead to an accelerated rate of population expansion. 

Thus when the actual population growth rate deviates from the critical 

value r / a 11force 11 is automatically induced to restore it to the c 
crit icQl point. 

The consciousness of the· operation of such o force in cm o.~rari.an 

. 22 
conte•t was the core of Malthus's population theory. According to 

this doctrine, the population growth rate is a variable endogenous 

to the economic system, namely, it is affected by the conswnption 

standard. The Britibh economists in the classical tradition accepted 

22The Malthusian theory was developed in the early nineteenth 
century when Britain went through the initial stage of transformation 
from the agrarian economic structure of the pre-industrial era to 
what Prof. Kuznets calls the epoch of modern growth. It was at th~t 
time that'. population growth began to accelerate to the modern levt:l. 
See Simon Kuznets, 11·roward a T~eory of Economic Growth," in Economic 
Growth and Structure (New Yora; W. W. 1~orton f,. C<lluP..Qny , 1965) / PP• 
8-16. 
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this idea and formulated the so called "iron law of wages" (a somewhat 

misleadillJ label.)· This 11law11 can be specified as 

6) r;: G(c) 

specifying that the change of population growth rate (r) dependaa upon 

the coneWllption standard (c). Equation 6 is represented by the 

population resf2nse curve in diagram 6b. 'fhe value c indicated on 
lQ 

the vertical axi.9 (pointing downward) is the calorical mini.mum 

consumption stando.rd. When the act\!01 consumption standard is less 

than th!' calprical minimum, the population will decrease (r < O). On 
111 • . 

the other extreme, r is the maximum biological reiproduction ra.te. 
m m When this level (r ) is reached, at the .consumption standard c / 

the po~lation growth rate is no lon9er sensitive to tho consumption 

standat:d• 
. m 

Between c and c , a higher pei: capita consumption stando.rd m 
leads to Q. higher popula.tion growth rote. 

The productivity response. curve and the population respon~e curve 

interact against each other in a way that pr0Cieed5 as followa. Suppose 

the initial consU1Dption standard ch leaqs to a popul~tion g~c;iwth rate 

rb (through the population response) that in turn leads to ~ positive 

growth rate of agricultural productivity hh> 0 (through th• producti• 

vity response). The consumption standard in the next period will 

increase, ••9• to the level ch. This will lead, in turn, through the. 

population response and the productivity response to a growth rate o£ 

agricul~ural productivity ht,· Thus starting from an initial pi:>int hb 

in the low population pressure phase, the movement- is always downward 

along the productivity response curve toward the critical point at B. 
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Conversely, if the consu1npt ion standard is at a higher value at c a 

that leads to a negative growth rote of agricultural productivity ' 

h (0 in the high population pressure region, the productivity.and the 
a 

consumptiQn standard in the next period will decrease, e.g. to the 

level of c'. Thus whenever the population gr<Mth rate is in the high 
Q 

population pressure region, a force. is a~tomaticolly induced for Qn 

upward movement along the productivity response curve toward point E. 

Th~ population response and the productivity response ~ep~esont 

a se~ve-mechani&ta through which the economy will be brought to the 

station~~y state at point s. At this point the consumption Mtandar4 

will ho •uetained at the OE level leading to the technologically 

det•rmined population gr°'"'th rate r • c In the stationary &tQto, the 

economy wil1 exhibit a slow and steady population expan$iC:m whil~ ~ 

mai~tainlng a constant level of per capita consUlllption standard Qnd 

agriculturQl productivity. The stationary state ia a atable·one 

in that temporary deviation from this state will automatically provok~ 

a presi;su;re to caus,e it to move back "to the stationary growth p:ith. 

From the Sung to Ch 1 ing dynasties, traditional China woe in 

such a station:iry growth stage. The relatively advanced state of 

agricultural technological innovation had overcome the bottleneck 

cau$ed l:>y the shortage of land space and 11allowed11 the population 

t? expqnd steadily for more than seven hundard years. The expansion 

waE;, of c;ourse, not a emooth one but the fluctuations of population 

growth Were about Q steadily increasing trend Which WO •. pet;fectly 

consistent with the theory discussed aLove. 
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VII. Steady qrowth with Structural Stability 

The growth of tradit.ional China result~ not only in constant 

levels of per capita conswnption. standard arrl agric-ultural produe-

tivity but also in a structural stability measured by the percentage 

of labor allocation in two production S(cctors. (e and 1-e). A 

slight modification of the theory in the last section can be used 

o explain this structural stability of agrarian dualsim. 23 

The fact that the theory mentioned in the last section need 

to be modified slightly is that in diagram 6, what is measured on 

the horizontul axis is the rate of growth of agricultural population 

instead of total populationo HowE,ver, we have shown in equation 2 

in sect ion IV that the share of popula1 ion allocated to the no11-

agricultural sector (e) is determined Ly the distribution of ctgr l-

cultural income, namely, e = fZJ'fo When the distributive share 0T 

23The theory outlined in the last section was first proposed by 
Prof. Jorgenson. 3ee D.W. Jorgenson, "The Development of a Dual 
Economy," Economic Journal (June 1961). ·That theory was based on 
two limiting assumptions·: (1) ¢T is constant, {2) the t=conauy has 
only one product ion sector 1 namely 1 the agricultural production sector. 
In other words, Prof. Jorgenson had neglected the dualistic structure 
of an agrarianism. Thus to have a realistic theory for traditional 
China, the theory of Prof. Jorgenson needs to be mo.Ufied in these nro 
aspects. In appendix A, we shall prove that a stationary state will 
be reached in a dual is tic economy by reta.in ing the Jorgenson assump-
tion of constancy of fl)T. In appendix B, we shall prove a general 
theory where this asswnption is dropped as we allow ¢T to vary. 
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24 is constant through time, the labor allocation in the two sectors 

remain constant. Under this assumption, the rate of growth of total 

popwl.ation is exactly the same as the rate of growth of agricultural 

population. The economic interpret<Ation of this·stationo.ry state 

with structural stability is that population response and the produc-

tivity response interact to bring about a steadily growth rate of 

labor productivity and conswnption standard, while the forces of the 

income distr1.buti.on is ma inly responsibie for the structural stability 

of dualism measured by the inter-sectorial labor allocation. 

Summary 

In this paper we designate the pi:::a: iod 960-1800 in Chinese history 

as "traditional" and formulate a theory of economic development for 

this period. In th is theory we envision the gr0\.1th of an agrClrian 

duali&lll as a consequence of the operation of an economiQ system.in 

which essential economic functions (production, cunsumption, exchange, 

resources ollocation, and income distxibution) are regulated largely 

by a market-oriented mechanisro. Under the intpact of sustained tecll-

nological change and population response to consumption standard, 

the operation of such an economic syste1n leads envitably to a 

24 
Fran diagram 6, we see that the productivity response curve involved 

the pai-ClJl1eter (IJT' thus in our analysis in the last sectio11, when we 
au\lllle that the population response curve remains unchanged, we hav~ 
sh;eady i'lllpl icitly assllllle that ¢T is constant through time, 
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stationary state in the long run. In such a state, we logiC<:llly 

find sl~w growth with structural stability. Namely, with a steady 

expansion of population, the percentages of labor force allocated 

to the two production sectors, the agricultural labor productivity, 

.and the consumption standard remain relatively constant through 

time. The theory is probably not a far-fetched one in view of the 

fact th::at the theoretical deductions seem to befit the Chinese reality. 
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Appendix A 

In this appendix we want to prove tJot the stationary state will 

always be reached in agrarian dualism under the cisswnption tha-t ¢T is 

constant. tet the production function be specified in the Cobb-Dou9la:1 

iormi 

Ala) Q = A TacL 1-t( 

b) ~ =(aQ/.aT) (T/Q) ;. « 
implying the constancy of the rent share as shown in Al~~ The time 

paths of total population P, land T, and technological factor A ore 

given by 

A2a) p Po 
rt = e 

b) T • To e jt 

c) 
.it 

" :; Ao e 

The total population is allocated partly as agricultural. labor. force · 

(L) and partly as non-agricultural labor force (W): 

A3a ) P ;; W + L 

b) e :; W/P, 1-9 = L/P 

I.et c stand ior the conswnption standard as well cis the real \.lQge. 

The morginal productivity of labor implied by AJ.q) is eq~Qted to c 

to obtain 

A4a) c :: A(l-l:()T°'L-Q( 

b) p = Q/L = ATl(L~,c · 

where p in A4b) is the average productivity of labor in the cs~icultu.ral 

sector~ Equating the demand and supply of food leads to 

A5a) cP :; Lp or 

~) 1-e = c/p •••••• by A3b), or 

c) 1-e = 1- o< •••••• by A4), or 

d) L/P = 1- 0( •••••• by A3~. 



The fact that 6 is constant through time is due to the distribution 

theory and is as sured by the constancy of flJT=c:i in Al~, a l'ropcrty 

of the Cobb-Douglas production function. 

Now, using "lx to denote the rate of growth of variable x, A5d) 

implies 

A6) 7Jk ::: ~:: r •••••• by A2ci), and hence 

from Ala, we have 

A7a) ~e=ilA+ ~'Jr+ (1- i ) l or 

b) ~61 = t + ~j + (1- o(, ) ~' •••• 0 .• by A2h ,c) 

c) 171' - ~w,, = i + o( j + (1-oC)fi. -r 

d) 1, ;:: i I - to< J;' •••••• by A6) where 

e) i'= i+ll(j. 

Equation A7d)is the productivity response curve of diagram 6. When 

the populqtion response curve, 

A8) r = G(c) •••••• by equation 6) in the text 

is postulated, the interaction between the population respons~ and 

the productivity response leads to the starioncu:'y 9y:owth as sho~ in 

diagram 6. 

34 
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Appendix B 

by 

Chou Chien-fu 

Our anqlysis in appensix A base~ on the Cobb-Douglas prod~ction 

function is a special ~ase. In this appendix, we shall construct a 

general theory by asswuing that the technological change is the land 

augmentation type. Thus we postulate • 
Bla) 

b) 

c) 

Q :::; F (L, T*) aatifying constant return to scale (CTRS) 

T :::; T eAt 
0 

.iet S = &0 e 

d) T*= T 6 = T 6 e<"-l~>t = T S e<A't where d.':;«-#-fo 
0 4 0 0 

Equation Bla) is c production function where the inputs are l~bor (L) 

in a natural unit and land in an efficient unit (T*). Equation Bld) 

shows tha~ T* is the product of T {land in natural unit&) ariJ 6 (the 

efficiency of T in 11producing 11 T*). Equation Blh) states that the 

supply o£ land is increasin9 at a ratefi; equation Blc) states that 

S is increasing at a rated.., the land augmentation rate. The idea 

that ionovation in traditional China is of the land augmentation 

type is more ~eaitstic than the asswnption in appendix A. 

For the analytical purpose. , we want to streli»~ output, a9ricultu.J:al 

labor force, and total population per unit of land in effici~nt unit, 

nc;imely / • 
BZa) q ;: Q/T• •••• the output per unit of efficient land 

b) n == L/T*•••• the cultivation density 

c) m = P/T* •••• .the total population density 
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Under the ossw.nption of CTRS, the production function can Le 

-rewritten as 

B3) q = P(L/T*, 1) ~ f (n} •••• by Bla) and B2a) 

Equation B3) shows that the productivity of efficient land is Q 

function of cultivation density for the efficient land. This is 

shown by the increosi119 curve in diagram 7a. From B3) the production 

function can.be written as 

B4a) Q = T*f (n} implying 

b} ~ = T*/tn) an . = T*f(n) a(LLT*l 
&L ~- · a L 

:: f '(n) 

which shows that the slope oif the curve in diagrQlU·· la is the marginal 

productivity of labor. This is shown by the negatively sloped curv~ 

in diagram 7b. 

If c is the consumption standard, or real wage, tn the agricul-

tural sector,_ the competitive principl@ of income distribution implies 

BS} c * = FL ;:; f(n} 

Thus the c::urve in diagram 7o also represents real wage and per capita 

consumption standard. The total demand for food at this consU&llption 

standard is cP which is equated to the total supply of food: 

B6a) Q = cP or dividing by T* 

b) q = cm •••• by D2a, c) or 

c) m = q/f~n) = f (n}/f~n) by BS) 

Thus the total population density m=P/T* is a function of the culti-

vation density n, and is equal in magnitude to the ratio of average 

productivity of efficient land q to marginal productivity of labor f'. 
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Equation B6c) is represented by the curve in diagram 7c and is derived 

he of h i d J- 7 d 7b, 1 s as.t ratio t e curves n &41.grams a an . ince q is an 

increasir-i~ function end FL a decreasing :function of n, we see the 

value of m increases when the value of n increases. This means that 

the cultivation density increases as the population density increases. 

Thus the curve is positively sloped and lies below the 45 degree 1 ine 

in diagram 7c. The percentage of labor force allocated in the agri-

cultural sector is· 

B7) 1-Q = L/P = (L/T;)/(P/T*) = n/m 

and is represented by the slope of the dotted lines . OS
0

, 061, OE2 
in diagram 7c~ 

The population response curve is 

DBa) r = G(c) where 

h) 17-p = r 

and is repres'ented by th@ curve in diogruru 7d. From equation B2c), 

we have 

B9a) 'J1n= 1J-p -1'JT• or 

b) "J}.,.,, = r - IJ(' • • • • • by B8b) and Bld) 

The value of o('is marked off on the horizontal axis of diagram 7d. 

The long run equilibrium position in a stationary state ts indicated 

1In diagram 7a, at E, f(n)/j1n) is represented by the r~tio 
ER/ (EB/BO) =DB:.::; Ill· Thus DB is the total !JOpulation per unit of 
efficient land and OD is the non-agricultural labor per un~t 
of efficient land, while OB is the agricultural labor per unit of 
efficient land. 



by the rectangle rEcEnI;;mE linking diagrams 7dbc e 'fo see why this 

is so, the low population pressure vhase and the hi.gh population 

pre~sure phase are first marked off in diagram 7d. ·Using the 

equilibrium rectangle, the same two regions are morked of£ in 

diagram 7c. If we start from a vulue m1 in the low population 

pressure region in d iQ9ram 7c we will determine a value c 1 (with 

the aid of the dotted line along m1 , E 2 , g 1 , c 1 ) in the low popu-

lation pressure region in diagram 7d. f'or this c 1 , r is less than 

o(' and hence equation B9b) i1opl ies that m wi 11 decrease to m
2 

in 

the next period, and thb lends to a higher value of c 2 • 'I'hus 

whenever one starts from any point in the low populatior1 pl:eas1.&re 

p})qse, the movement is upward along the population r~sponse curve 

in diagram 7d. Conversely, if we start fi;·om a low value of ni 3 ·in 

the high population pressure reuion, it will lead to a high value 

of c 3 causing m to increase. 'l'hus tht:: equilibrium po:ai tiun of 

statiomry state will be reached and i~ a stable one. 
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hcE in diagram 
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